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Abstract: The article investigates the temperature prediction in rectangular timber cross-sections
exposed to fire. Timber density, exposure time, and the point coordinates within the cross-section are
treated as inputs to determine the temperatures. A total of 54,776 samples of wood cross-sections
with a variety of characteristics were considered in this study. Of the sample data, 70% was dedicated
to training the networks, while the remaining 30% was used for testing the networks. Feed-forward
networks with various topologies were employed to examine the temperatures of timber exposed
to fire for more than 1500 s. The weight of the artificial neural network was optimized using bat
and genetic algorithms. The results conclude that both algorithms are efficient and accurate tools for
determining the temperatures, with the bat algorithm being marginally superior in accuracy than the
genetic algorithm.
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1. Introduction

The behavior of timber under fire exposure is a critical factor in structural design [1].
Eurocode 5 (2004) [2] offers two simplified and one advanced calculation method for
various fire situations. However, these methods do not account for some critical parameters,
including timber density and the resultant stress in the cross-section [1–3].

Cachim predicted timber temperatures under fire loading using ANNs. He trained and
tested the ANNs using numerical values obtained from the Eurocode 5 (2004) advanced
design method to calculate timber temperatures subjected to fire loading. The author
employed feed-forward modelling for testing and training the models. The resulting
ANN-based model demonstrated accurate temperature prediction of fire-exposed timber
members [4]. Lineham et al. conducted a unique series of fire experiments on CLT beams.
They compared load-bearing capacities and recorded deflection time histories during
heating to predict responses using experimentally determined char depths. The results
demonstrated that the existing value for the zero-strength layer does not capture the
requisite physics for robust structural response prediction under non-standard heating [5].

Buchanan focused on the structural performance of both light and heavy timber
buildings exposed to fires, considering pre- and post-flashover fires [6]. Fragiacomo
investigated a numerical model to predict the fire resistance of timber beams made from
laminated veneer lumber under a tensile load. The effect of fire, considered as a reduction
in modulus of elasticity and strength, was already assessed in a time-dependent thermal
analysis. The prediction of fire resistance was found to be reasonable, with the difference
being only 5% between the numerical and experimental results [7]. Schmid and Frangi
investigated the fire dynamics and heat stored in the char layer as a critical factor for
buildings exposed to fire. They also focused on the effect of an additional fire load from
other structural linear components like beams and columns. Their validation is followed by
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existing experiments, and the developed model could predict the burnout and the charring
depth within acceptable limits [8].

Naser developed temperature-dependent material models for tracing the thermostruc-
tural reaction of timber elements/components using artificial intelligence (AI). The author
identified the importance of employing AI to modernize fire resistance evaluation by
demonstrating the high degree of perception in AI models [9]. Audebert et al. conducted
a comprehensive experimental and computational study based on fire testing of timber
connections subjected to various mechanical loads. They generated numerical models to
simulate the thermomechanical behavior of the tested timber connections [10]. Bai et al.
investigated the load-bearing capacity of cross-laminated timber walls subjected to fire.
Additionally, they demonstrated that numerical models could accurately reproduce the
failure process and mechanical behavior of the studied CLT specimens. They conducted a
parametric prediction using numerical methods to determine the effect of the number of
layers and the combustion time on the residual load-carrying capacity following fire [11].

Szász et al., using a timber-steel-timber connection, investigated the behavior of
double-sheared dowelled connections under temporal variations in fire performance. The
authors examined the performance of the applied fire curve, the timber cross-section’s
width, and the fasteners’ diameter [12].

Numerous articles have been published using finite element in the field of loading
due to fire and its analysis, including those on thermo-mechanically compressed spruce
timber [13], heat transfer through timber elements [14], timber columns [15,16], and a
timber wall [17–19]. It has been observed that all of the aforementioned studies employed
numerical models and artificial neural networks for finding solutions to complex situations.

In this article, the authors investigated the long-duration time and the relevant scien-
tific analyses, which have not been previously addressed, employing a variety of algorithms
implemented in ANN. Further, the authors realize that the development of artificially in-
telligent models leads to fewer samples being evaluated in the laboratories, ultimately
reducing the project cost. The current study considers a metaheuristic algorithm to optimize
the weights of the artificial neural network that yield the best solutions. The temperature
of fire-exposed timber is determined using a feed-forward artificial neural networks bat
algorithm, and a genetic algorithm is used to optimize the weight in artificial neural net-
works with different topologies. The best-performing model is then selected and evaluated
for its accuracy.

2. Background
2.1. Temperatures in Timber under Fire Exposure

Fire is the most severe and fast process by which timber degrades and, thus, needs to
be considered in the design of timber constructions. To perform a structural analysis of a
timber structure, the distribution of temperatures in the cross sections after a certain period
(typically 30 or 60 min) is mandatory as an alternative to simplified design rules. The
advanced design method implies the use of advanced finite element software. In addition,
experimental data with temperature evolution within timber elements exposed to fire
conditions are not readily available. The use of ANN to model temperature distribution in
timber cross sections based on numerical results comes as an interesting method to consider,
in this context. The scarcity of data on temperatures in timber cross sections exposed to
fire can be facilitated by employing numerical simulations based on advanced calculation
methods [3]. These advanced calculation methods are based on the fundamentals of
heat transfer and consider variations in thermal properties and the density of wood with
temperature. Timber cross sections, under fire exposure, encounter critical effects, including
water transfer within the wood and degradation of the material; these effects are accounted
for as the modified equivalent properties of timber.
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2.2. Artificial Neural Networks

An artificial neural network (ANN) comprises artificial neurons that collectively solve
a unique problem. An ANN is a data processor that learns from experience. The model
is based on the anatomy of the human brain and hence functions sufficiently when con-
fronted with complications for which standard computational approaches fail, providing
a convenient solution [20,21]. An ANN is typically composed of three distinct layers: the
input layer, the hidden layer, and the output layer. Many researchers recommend using a
single hidden layer in the ANN since a single layer with several nodes can predict input
and output relationships with high accuracy [22]. We have used the same recommendation
in the present study (two hidden layers). Each layer contains weighted connections that
connect each neuron to several other nodes. The weights are trained in the ANN to be as
close to the output values as possible [21].

The feed-forward network is a type of ANN in which the connections between its
components do not form a cycle. This network is distinguished from recurrent neural
networks because data only flows in one direction. Data begins with input nodes and
progresses via hidden layers to the output nodes [20]. ANN data is typically divided into
training and testing subgroups [23].

2.3. Bat Algorithm

Bats can avoid obstacles and identify prey by exploiting their remarkable echolocation
capabilities. They create a three-dimensional representation of their environment by utiliz-
ing the temporal delay between pulse production and its echo [24]. Yang constructed the
bat algorithm (BA) in response to this behavior of bats, assuming [25]:

â Bats employ echolocation and can discriminate between prey and the environment.
â At each given position xi, they fly randomly with velocity vi and modify their pulse

emission rate in response to the prey’s location.
â The emitted pulse has a loudness that varies from A0 to a minimum value of Amin.

BA begins by initializing a random population of bats and then updating their fre-
quencies under Equation (1) [26]:

fi = fmin + ( fmax − fmin)β (1)

where fi is the ith bat frequency, fmin is the min frequency, fmax is the max frequency, and β
is a random value between 0 and 1. Equations (2) and (3) are used to modify the position
and velocity of the bats [26]:

Vt+1
i = Vt

i +
(
xt

i − x∗
)

fi (2)

xt+1
i = xt

i + Vt+1
i (3)

where Vt
i is the i-th bat velocity at recurrence t, xt

i is the i-th bat position at recurrence t, and
x∗ is the global best position. The algorithm subsequently relocates some bats to an area
around the top global location using Equation (4) [26]:

xnew = xold + εAt (4)

where A signifies loudness and ε is a random value between 0 and 1. The cost value of the
new position of each bat must be smaller than the previous iteration’s cost value. Following
that, the algorithm modifies the pulse rate and volume using Equations (5) and (6) [26]:

At+1
i = αAt

i (5)

rt+1
i = r0

i (1− exp(−γt)) (6)

where α is a fixed value between zero and one, r0
i is the initial pulse rate, and γ is a

fixed value.
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This approach can be used to train an artificial neural network. In these applications,
the weights and biases of the network are treated as the position vector of a bat, and so each
bat reflects a vector of weights from an ANN. The cost function represents the network’s
prediction error. The bat algorithm’s ultimate solution produces a trained network, as seen
in Figure 1 [26,27].
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2.4. Genetic Algorithm (GA)

In GA, the chromosomes with a high level of competence have a greater chance of
reproducing in the selected population throughout the reproduction process, accomplished
by employing the selection process [28]. Later, the operator is applied to the preferred
reproduction direction, and a random number is created for each chromosome during
the transplantation procedure at a steady pace. If the generated random number is less
than the transplant rate, this chromosome is chosen to interact with the next chromosome
per the above parameters. This strategy employs uniform transplanting across various
transplantations followed by implementation of the mutation operator [29], which attempts
to increase the dispersion of design space. Natural genetics’ three fundamental operators
are reproduction, crossover, and mutation. The GA can be stated as seen in Figure 2 [29].
GA is concluded when certain conditions, such as the number of generations or the average
standard deviation of individual performance, are met [29].
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2.5. Performance Measures

The network results can be verified using several error metrics comparing the dispari-
ties between the network’s predictions and the data outputs. The average absolute error
(AAE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) are two often used error measurements with
Equations (7) and (8) [1,30,31]:

AAE =
∑n

i=1

∣∣∣ (Oi−Pi)
Oi

∣∣∣
n

(7)

MAE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
|Pi −Oi| (8)

where Pi and Oi signify predicted and observational data, while n embodies the number
of cases [30].

3. Methods and Materials
3.1. Dataset

A total of 54,776 samples with varying characteristics were used in this study, and
the statistical parameters are listed in Table 1 [1]. The input parameters are the size of the
cross-section

(
bx, by

)
, the coordinates of the point within the cross-section

(
dx, dy

)
, the time

of fire exposure (t), and the timber density (ρ). The size of the cross-section is important
to characterize the geometry of the problem, and the timber density is important because
the fire behavior of timber changes with density, so different timbers were studied. The
coordinates of the point within the cross-section and time allow for the characterization
of the evolution of temperatures within the cross-section. The dataset was obtained by
performing parametric numeric calculations, using software SAFIR [32,33], for different
cross-section sizes and timber densities for a total time of 60 min of standard fire exposure,
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with temperatures recorded every five minutes. SAFIR is a special purpose finite element
code developed at the University of Liege for studying structures subjected to fire. Different
materials, such as steel, concrete, timber, aluminium, gypsum, or thermally insulating
products, can be used separately or in combination in the model. The software calculates
the temperatures in the cross sections, updating the mechanical properties accordingly. It
can be used to just evaluate the temperatures in the cross sections or to model the overall
structural behavior. Six characteristics, including the cross-section’s size, timber density,
exposure time, and the coordinates of the cross-section’s point, are used as input variables
to calculate the temperatures within a timber cross-section. Considering the significant
effect heat has on wooden structures over time, this study investigates the damage caused
by times exceeding 1500 s (25 min). All four faces of the cross sections were exposed to the
fire; due to the symmetrical cross section, the analyses were performed on one-fourth of
the timber cross section. The standard nominal fire curve was employed to evaluate the
cross sections.

Table 1. Statistical characteristics of the input and output parameters [1].

Parameter Abbreviation Unit Type Max Min STD Average Mode

The timber density ρ kg
m3 Input 800.0 350.0 169.7 550.7 800.0

The size of the cross section
bx mm Input 300.0 120.0 71.5 199.4 120.0
by mm Input 300.0 120.0 73.1 250.8 300.0

Time t s Input 3600.0 1500.0 684.1 2540.0 2700.0
The coordinates of the point

within the cross section
dx mm Input 150.0 0.0 36.6 49.9 0.0
dy mm Input 150.0 0.0 42.9 62.7 60.0

Temperature Temp ◦C Output 945.2 20.0 360.1 416.5 20.0

Clustering analysis is a classification method that groups the input parameters based
on their narrow association, keeping similar data within a group. This grouping can vary
depending on the input variables. As shown in Figure 3, three groups are created with
the most influential parameters: the timber density (ρ) in the first group, time (t) in the
second group, the size of the cross-section

(
bx, by

)
and the coordinates of the point within

the cross-section
(
dx, dy

)
in the third group.
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A correlation matrix is a table that contains the correlation coefficients for various
variables. The matrix represents correlations between all possible pairs of values in a table.
It is an effective tool for summarizing large datasets and identifying the patterns within the
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data set. Correlation matrices are made up of rows and columns containing the variables.
Correlation coefficients are stored in each cell of a table.

Furthermore, the correlation matrix is frequently combined with other forms of statis-
tical analysis [34]. According to Figure 4, the variables dx and dy have a more significant
effect on temperature than the ρ variable. However, all six variables affect temperature and
will be considered in the models.
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3.2. Artificial Neural Network Combined with Genetic Algorithm

Feed-forward ANN models were used to calculate temperatures within a timber cross-
section. In some cases, the neural network has very high accuracy and a low error rate in
the training phase. However, it cannot show appropriate performance and fails to provide
satisfactory results when placed in the test phase. The data were randomly separated into
two sets to mitigate the impact of this event [35]. In this paper, out of 54,776 samples, 70%
(38,343) of the samples were used for training, and the remaining 30% (16,433 samples)
were used to test the performance of the networks. An experimental method was used to
determine the number of hidden layers and neurons, given in Equation (9) [36].

NH ≤ min(2NI + 1) (9)

where NH is the number of hidden layer nodes, and NI is the number of inputs. Considering
the number of inputs equals 6 in Equation (9), the maximum number of nodes in the two
hidden layers equals 13, and the different topologies are shown in Table 2. For all artificial
neural networks, sigmoid, tangent sigmoid, purelin (linear), poslin (positive linear), and
log sigmoid are considered transfer functions of the hidden and output layers. Also, to
adjust the weights and biases in the neural network, the genetic algorithm was used to
minimize the error. The characteristics of the genetic algorithm are presented in Table 3.
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Table 2. Different topologies used in artificial neural networks.

No Hidden
Layer 1

Hidden
Layer 2

Hidden
Activations

Output
Activation No Hidden

Layer 1
Hidden
Layer 2

Hidden
Activation

Output
Activation

1 7 6 TANSIG PURELIN 11 5 4 TANSIG PURELIN
2 7 5 TANSIG TANSIG 12 5 3 TANSIG TANSIG
3 7 4 POSLIN PURELIN 13 4 6 POSLIN PURELIN
4 7 3 LOGSIG PURELIN 14 4 5 LOGSIG PURELIN
5 6 6 PURELIN PURELIN 15 4 4 PURELIN PURELIN
6 6 5 TANSIG PURELIN 16 4 3 TANSIG PURELIN
7 6 4 TANSIG TANSIG 17 3 6 TANSIG TANSIG
8 6 3 POSLIN PURELIN 18 3 5 POSLIN PURELIN
9 5 6 LOGSIG PURELIN 19 3 4 LOGSIG PURELIN
10 5 5 PURELIN PURELIN 20 3 3 PURELIN PURELIN

Table 3. Parameters of the genetic algorithm [23].

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Crossover (%) 50 Max generations 150
Crossover method single-point Recombination (%) 15

Lower bound −1 Selection Mode 1
Upper bound +1 Population Size 150

To determine the temperatures within a timber cross-section, among the 20 models
used, the top three models were selected based on the MAE, AAE, R2, and straight-line
slope values, shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Statistics of the top three ANNs combined with GA for temperatures.

Model
Train Test

MAE AAE R2 y = ax + b MAE AAE R2 y = ax + b

GA-ANN 2L(7-6) 8.89 0.057 0.9985 y = 0.9989x + 0.4065 9.13 0.058 0.9985 y = 0.9984x + 0.6274
GA-ANN 2L(7-3) 8.20 0.048 0.9987 y = 0.9995x + 0.0775 8.17 0.051 0.9989 y = 0.9968x + 1.5171
GA-ANN 2L(6-5) 7.58 0.078 0.9990 y = 0.9988x + 0.5182 7.05 0.065 0.9991 y = 0.9994x + 0.1171

According to Table 4, the GA-ANN 2L network (6-5) has the lowest MAE and AAE
values of 7.58 and 0.078 in the training stage, respectively, and 7.05 and 0.065 in the test
stage, respectively. It also shows the highest R2 value in each training and testing stage,
equal to 0.9990 and 0.9991, respectively, indicating that the model performs better than
the other nineteen. To illustrate the performance of GA-ANN 2L(6-5), Figures 5 and 6
demonstrate the computed values of the empirical model versus their observed values for
training and testing, respectively. The values calculated by the model near the y = x line
indicate the model’s accuracy.

3.3. Artificial Neural Network Combined with Bat Algorithm

The twenty architectures listed in Table 2 were trained using the bat algorithm (BA)
parameter as provided in Table 5 to determine the best ANN architecture.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the observed and calculated temperatures within a timber cross-section in
the training phase using GA-ANN 2L(6-5).
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Figure 6. Comparison of the observed and calculated temperatures within a timber cross-section in
the testing phase using GA-ANN 2L(6-5).

Table 5. Bat algorithm parameters [23].

Hyperparameter Value Hyperparameter Value

Population Total 100 Max Generations 200
Loudness 0.9 Pulse Rate 0.5
Min Freq. 0 Max Freq. 2

Alpha 0.99 Gamma 0.01

The models were evaluated based on the MAE, AAE, and R2 values. The top three best-
performing models are shown in Table 6 with their respective statistical indices. As seen
in Table 6, BA-ANN 2L(6-4) is the best-performing model among others. The calculated
values of residual temperature vs. their target values are displayed in Figures 7 and 8 to
illustrate the model’s performance (8).
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Table 6. Statistics of the top three ANNs combined with the bat algorithm for temperatures.

Model
Train Test

MAE AAE R2 y = ax + b MAE AAE R2 y = ax + b

BA-ANN 2L(7-6) 7.29 0.064 0.9990 y = 0.999x + 0.3987 7.40 0.062 0.9990 y = 0.9989x + 0.347
BA-ANN 2L(7-5) 6.71 0.040 0.9991 y = 0.9982x + 0.8113 6.77 0.040 0.9991 y = 0.9979x + 0.9512
BA-ANN 2L(6-4) 6.18 0.034 0.9992 y = 0.9992x + 0.2432 6.32 0.035 0.9992 y = 0.999x + 0.2412
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Figure 7. Comparison of the observed and calculated temperatures within a timber cross-section in
the training phase using BA-ANN 2L(6-4).
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Figure 8. Comparison of the observed and calculated temperatures within a timber cross-section in
the testing phase using BA-ANN 2L(6-4).

According to Table 6, BA-ANN 2L(6-5) has the lowest MAE and AAE values of 6.18
and 0.034 in the training stage, respectively, and 6.32 and 0.035 in the test stage, respectively.
It also has the highest R2 value in each training and testing stage, equal to 0.9992, which
shows that the model is more accurate than the other 20 models of the same type.
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3.4. Comparing All the Models and Choosing the Best Model

We evaluated the models on an equal basis for their performance. The evaluated
models include BA-ANN and GA-ANN; the indicators used are AAE, MAE, R2, and the
straight-line slope, shown in Table 7. According to Figures 9 and 10, the BA-ANN 2L(6-4)
model has the lowest MAE and AAE values, indicating higher accuracy, followed by the
GA-ANN 2L(6-5) model.

Table 7. Statistical indices of different models in all datasets.

Model
All Dataset

MAE AAE R2 y = ax + b

GA-ANN 2L(7-6) 8.96 0.058 0.9985 y = 0.9984x + 0.6274
GA-ANN 2L(7-3) 8.19 0.049 0.9988 y = 0.9987x + 0.5045
GA-ANN 2L(6-5) 7.42 0.074 0.9990 y = 0.999x + 0.3993
BA-ANN 2L(7-6) 7.32 0.064 0.9990 y = 0.999x + 0.3835
BA-ANN 2L(7-5) 6.73 0.040 0.9991 y = 0.9981x + 0.8528
BA-ANN 2L(6-4) 6.22 0.035 0.9992 y = 0.9992x + 0.2427
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Figure 9. Comparison of the observed and calculated temperatures within a timber cross-section in
all datasets. (a) Genetic algorithm. (b) Bat algorithm.

The comparison of six models (three developed employing BA and three from GA)
revealed that the BA-ANN2L(6-4) model was the best-performing model, followed by the
GA-ANN 2L model (6-5). The artificial neural network optimized using the bat algorithm
has much more flexibility and accuracy than the other models. The topology of the network
is shown in Figure 11.
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4. Conclusions

This paper presents an ANN model optimized with bat and genetic algorithms for
predicting the temperature. The bat algorithm was used to train 20 ANN models, whose
input parameters were selected from the published dataset. The model’s accuracy was
evaluated by comparing the results with genetic algorithm models. Among the 20 models,
the BA-ANN 2L(6-4) trained model is the most accurate model for predicting temperatures
in rectangular timber cross-sections compared to other artificial neural networks with
similar topologies. In the training data, MAE and AAE for temperatures were 6.18 and
0.034, respectively, while they returned 6.32 and 0.035 in the test data. The correlation
coefficient R2 for training and test data was 0.9992.

A genetic algorithm was used to optimize the ANN for determining the temperature
of rectangular timber cross sections. The GA-ANN 2L model (6-5) had the most accurate
topology compared to similar models. In the training data, the MAE and AAE values
for temperatures were 7.58 and 0.078, respectively, while the test data returned 7.05 and
0.065, respectively. The correlation coefficients R2 for training and test data were 0.9990
and 0.9991, respectively.

Both models optimized by the bat algorithm (BA-ANN 2L(6-4)) and genetic algorithm
(GA-ANN 2L(6-5)) showed good performance for predicting the exposed timber. However, the
model optimized by the bat algorithm demonstrated higher accuracy and lower error rates.
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